Self-incompatibility in Brassica is controlled by a single, highly polymorphic locus that extends over several hundred kilobases and includes several expressed genes. Two stigma proteins, the S locus receptor kinase (SRK) and the S locus glycoprotein (SLG), are encoded by genes located at the S locus and are thought to be involved in the recognition of self-pollen by the stigma. We report here that two different SLG genes, SLGA and SLGB , are located at the S locus in the class II, pollen-recessive S 15 haplotype. Both genes are interrupted by a single intron; however, SLGA encodes both soluble and membrane-anchored forms of SLG, whereas SLGB encodes only soluble SLG proteins. Thus, including SRK , the S locus in the S 15 haplotype contains at least three members of the S gene family. The protein products of these three genes have been characterized, and each SLG glycoform was assigned to an SLG gene. Evidence is presented that the S 2 and S 5 haplotypes carry only one or the other of the SLG genes, indicating either that they are redundant or that they are not required for the self-incompatibility response.
INTRODUCTION
Brassica spp possess hermaphroditic flowers with functional male and female reproductive organs positioned close together. Self-fertilization is, however, rare in the majority of the members of this genus because of the widespread occurrence of a genetically controlled self-incompatibility (SI) system, which allows recognition and rejection of self-pollen by the stigma (reviewed in Nasrallah et al., 1994b; McCormick, 1998) . SI in Brassica is controlled by a single, highly polymorphic locus, the S locus. The S locus has been shown to have a complex structure: a high level of polymorphism extends over several hundred kilobases, and several different genes are located in this region of the genome.
Two of the genes that have been identified at the S locus, SLG (for S locus glycoprotein; Nasrallah et al., 1987) and SRK (for S locus receptor kinase; Stein et al., 1991) , are thought to be involved in the first step of the SI response, which is the recognition of self-pollen. SRK is an integral membrane glycoprotein that closely resembles animal receptor protein kinases (Stein et al., 1991 (Stein et al., , 1996 Delorme et al., 1995b) . It possesses an extracellular receptor domain, a single membrane-spanning domain, and a cytosolic kinase domain. SLG is a secreted glycoprotein that closely resembles the extracellular domain of SRK, and this similarity is often particularly marked within haplotype(s), indicating that there has been convergent evolution of linked SLG and SRK alleles (Stein et al., 1991; Goring et al., 1993; Kusaba et al., 1997) . The SLG gene also shares similarity with a number of other sequences both in Brassica spp and in other species, and these genes are referred to collectively as the S gene family. A member of the S gene family is defined as a gene encoding a protein that possesses an S domain with sequence similarity to the S locus glycoprotein.
Both SLG and SRK are expressed specifically in stigmas in a developmentally regulated manner, and the accumulation of SLG and SRK transcripts and proteins coincides with the acquisition of SI by the maturing stigma (Sato et al., 1991; Stein et al., 1996) . The only other organ in which SLG and SRK transcripts have been detected is the anther; however, transcripts of both genes are present at very low levels, and the protein products of these genes have not been detected in this organ (Sato et al., 1991; Stein et al., 1991 Stein et al., , 1996 Delorme et al., 1995b) . Moreover, recent evidence indicates that SRK transcripts in anthers are copied from the noncoding strand of the gene (Cock et al., 1997) . Both SLG and SRK are highly polymorphic, and the alleles of both genes can be grouped into two classes based on the degree of sequence divergence. These two classes correlate closely with the two classes of S haplotype that have been defined based on their associated SI phenotype. Class I S haplotypes possess highly polymorphic SLG and SRK genes, confer a strong SI phenotype, and tend to be dominant in interactions with other haplotypes. SLG and SRK genes of class II haplotypes, on the other hand, are less polymorphic, and these haplotypes confer a weaker SI response and tend to be recessive to the class I haplotypes.
There is therefore a great deal of circumstantial evidence implicating SLG and SRK in the SI response, but despite significant efforts in several different laboratories, direct evidence linking these genes to the SI response has been difficult to obtain. A reduction in SLG expression due to antisense inhibition or cosuppression has been correlated with the loss of the SI response (Toriyama et al., 1991; Shiba et al., 1995) , but pleiotropic effects on SRK were not ruled out in these experiments. Whereas these observations suggested a role for SLG in the SI response, another study showed that the level of expression of SLG was not correlated with the strength of the SI response and indicated that if SLG has a role in the SI response, it must be capable of performing its function, even when expressed at a low level .
Several studies have demonstrated a correlation between reduced SRK expression and an impaired SI response (Goring et al., 1993; Nasrallah et al., 1994a; Conner et al., 1997) . In two instances, the presence of mutant SRK alleles has been correlated with a self-compatible phenotype (Goring et al., 1993; Nasrallah et al., 1994a) , although in both cases, it is possible that other genes also were affected. The recent observation that a mutant SRK gene induced partial self-compatibility when transformed into a self-incompatible B. napus line strongly implicates SRK in the SI response, especially because the effect of the transgene was haplotype specific (Stahl et al., 1998) .
Based on the resemblance of SRK to animal receptor protein kinases, current models of self-pollen recognition in the SI response propose that SRK recognizes a pollen-borne ligand. Using a bioassay, Stephenson et al. (1997) have shown recently that the pollen coat of self-pollen carries a factor that can initiate the SI response. The gene encoding the male factor has not been identified. One possible candidate, the S locus anther ( SLA ) gene, an S locus-linked gene expressed specifically in anthers (Boyes and Nasrallah, 1995) , has recently been shown not to be required for the SI response (Pastuglia et al., 1997b) .
In the female part of the flower, S locus genes encode a complex mixture of proteins in addition to SLG and SRK. Tantikanjana et al. (1993) showed that the class II SLG 2 allele possesses two exons and that alternative transcripts encode SLG and a membrane-anchored form of SLG, denoted mSLG. mSLG has not been found in stigmas of class I haplotypes (class I SLG genes lack the second exon), and it has been suggested that this protein modulates the SI response and is responsible for the recessive phenotype associated with the class II haplotypes (Tantikanjana et al., 1993) . Similarly, the class I SRK 3 allele has been shown to encode, in addition to an integral SRK protein, a soluble truncated protein, eSRK, which corresponds to the SRK extracellular domain (Giranton et al., 1995) . eSRK is also thought to play a role in modulating the SI response.
In this study, we demonstrate that the class II S 15 haplotype carried by the B. oleracea line P57Sc includes alleles of three different stigma-expressed genes: SRK and two different SLG genes, SLGA and SLGB. Evidence is also presented that the S 5 haplotype contains SLGB but not SLGA , whereas the S 2 haplotype contains SLGA but not SLGB. These data raise questions both about the functional roles of SLG and mSLG and about how sequences at the S locus have evolved.
RESULTS

Identification of a Third S Gene Family Member at the S Locus in the B. oleracea Line P57Sc (Haplotype S 15 )
The self-compatible B. oleracea line P57Sc described by Gaude et al. (1993) was shown to reject pollen from an S 15 homozygous tester line, indicating that it carries the S 15 haplotype and that the SI system is functional on the female side (see Methods). A 116-kD protein, which is thought to correspond to SRK 15 , has been identified in stigma extracts of the P57Sc line (Delorme et al., 1995b) . To further characterize this protein, we attempted to identify the corresponding gene.
Alleles corresponding to two S gene family members have been shown to be linked to the S locus in the P57Sc line. The first, SLG Sc , is predicted to encode both a secreted and a membrane-anchored glycoprotein (Pastuglia et al., 1997b) . SLG Sc is unlikely to also encode an SRK protein (with a cytosolic kinase domain), because this gene is located directly upstream of another S locus gene, SLA (Pastuglia et al., 1997b ; see Figure 1 ). For the second gene, a cDNA (designated CG15) was isolated that also encodes a secreted glycoprotein (Gaude et al., 1993) . One possibility was that this cDNA corresponded to an alternative transcript of SRK. An analogous situation has been described for the S 3 haplotype in which SRK 3 has been shown to produce alternative transcripts that encode a truncated form of the SRK protein, which resembles the SLG protein of the same haplotype (Giranton et al., 1995) . To determine whether the gene that encoded CG15 also encodes an SRK protein, we isolated the corresponding region of genomic DNA and sequenced a region of 2.8 kb downstream of the region corresponding to CG15 (Figure 1 ). No similarity with the transmembrane or kinase domains of other SRK alleles was found within the 2.8-kb region, suggesting that the gene corresponding to CG15 does not encode an SRK protein. However, we could not rule out the possibility that the S domain and transmembrane domain were separated by a large intron spanning the sequenced region.
As an alternative approach to identify the SRK allele of the P57Sc line, oligonucleotides were designed to amplify SRK cDNA by using the polymerase chain reaction (PCR). The nucleotide sequences of the kinase domains of two class II SRK alleles, SRK 5 (see Methods) and SRK 2 (J.M. Cock, unpublished data), were aligned with the corresponding regions of the closely related genes SLR3 (Cock et al., 1997) , SFRI (GenBank accession number Y14285), SFR2 (Pastuglia et al., 1997a) , and SFR3 (GenBank accession number Y14286). Sequences conserved in the class II SRK alleles but diverged or absent in the other genes were selected for oligonucleotide synthesis. These oligonucleotides were used either in combination with PS3, an oligonucleotide that hybridizes near the ATG initiation codon of several class II S genes (Nishio et al., 1996) , to amplify 5Ј sequences or with an oligo(dT) adapter in a rapid amplification of cDNA ends (RACE)-PCR protocol (Frohman et al., 1988) to amplify 3 Ј sequences from stigma cDNA. These experiments allowed the reconstruction of a cDNA of 2883 bp. The cDNA is predicted to encode a polypeptide that consists of a signal peptide, an S domain, a membrane-spanning domain, and a kinase domain. The predicted mass of the mature polypeptide is 94 kD. The S domain region of the amplified cDNA was highly similar to SLG Sc and CG15 (89.5 and 87.3%, respectively; Table 1 ) but was not identical, indicating that the cDNA was derived froms a third gene.
Because P57Sc carries the S 15 haplotype, the gene corresponding to the amplified cDNA was designated as SRK 15 , SLG Sc was renamed SLGA 15 , and the allele corresponding to CG15 was designated as SLGB 15 (Figure 1 ). To confirm that the P57Sc line carried the S 15 haplotype, we amplified part of the S domain of each of the three genes from genomic DNA of the S 15 tester line. DNA sequence analysis of the amplified products showed that they were identical to the corresponding regions of the three genes carried by P57Sc (apart from a number of errors introduced during the PCR, each of which was only found in one of several clones analyzed for each gene; data not shown).
Comparison of SLGA 15 and SRK 15 revealed a region of 502 bp with 100% sequence identity (Figure 1 ). The presence of this region of identity indicates that there has been concerted evolution between the two genes probably involving gene conversion. A similar region was not found when SLG 2 and SRK 2 were compared, indicating that gene conversion occurred after the divergence of these two S haplotypes. Figure 2A shows that SRK 15 , SLGA 15 , and SLGB 15 sequences were amplified only from genomic DNA of F 2 progeny carrying the S 15 haplotype, indicating that all three genes are linked to the S locus.
Genetic Mapping and Expression
The expression patterns of SLGA 15 and SLGB 15 were analyzed by using ribonuclease protection analysis of mRNA abundance in a range of different organs. Figure 2B shows that SLGA 15 and SLGB 15 transcripts were detected only in stigma RNA. No transcripts were detected in the other organs tested even after a long exposure. Analysis of autoradiographs by densitometry indicated that SLGA 15 transcripts were approximately fourfold less abundant than SLGB 15 transcripts. Reverse transcription (RT)-PCR was used to analyze the organ-specific expression pattern of SRK 15 . Figure  2C shows that SRK 15 transcripts were detected only in (Pastuglia et al., 1997b) ; a cDNA corresponding to SLGB 15 (CG15) has been described previously (Gaude et al., 1993) . EMBL accession numbers for the SLGB 15 and SRK 15 sequences are Y18261 and Y18260, respectively. S dom, S domain; end S dom, end of the S domain; kin, kinase domain.
stigmas and, at a much lower abundance, in anthers at the trinucleate pollen stage.
Analysis of S Locus-Encoded Glycoproteins in Stigmas of Brassica Plants Homozygous for the S 15 Haplotype
Comparison of the sequences of SRK 15 , SLGA 15 , and SLGB 15 indicated that these three genes encoded mature protein products with identical N termini. The first 10 amino acid residues of each protein are predicted to be identical to the synthetic peptide that was used to raise the monoclonal antibody (MAb) 157-35-50 (Giranton et al., 1995) , and this antibody should therefore recognize the protein products of all three genes. MAb 157-35-50 was used to detect proteins in stigma extracts from plants homozygous for five different S haplotypes, including S 15 , after separation of the proteins by SDS-PAGE. Figure 3A shows that MAb 157-35-50 detected both a large protein of between 102 and 120 kD, depending on the S haplotype, and a number of smaller proteins of between 43 and 68 kD in stigmas of four of the five lines.
The molecular masses and polymorphic nature of the 102-to 120-kD proteins were consistent with their correspondence to the SRK proteins of each S haplotype. This was supported by the fact that after deglycosylation, there was a shift in the mobilities of these proteins, and a polypeptide of 94 kD was detected in extracts from lines homozygous for S 2 , S 15 , and S 3 ( Figure 3B ). The method was not sensitive enough to detect deglycosylated SRK 5 . The molecular mass of the deglycosylated proteins corresponded to the predicted molecular mass of the polypeptide backbone of SRK. The mobility of the protein detected in stigma extracts of the S 15 homozygous line indicated a molecular mass of 105 kD, slightly lower than the previous estimate of 116 kD (Delorme et al., 1995b) . Further evidence that this protein corresponds to SRK 15 was obtained by analyzing 24 plants of the F 2 population segregating for the S 15 and S 3a haplotypes ( Figure 3C ). The 105-kD protein was expressed only in plants that possessed the S 15 haplotype and is therefore encoded by a gene linked to the S locus in the S 15 haplotype. This result was confirmed by analyzing additional F 2 populations (data not shown).
In addition to the larger SRK proteins, MAb 157-35-50 detected smaller proteins of between 43 and 68 kD in the various S haplotypes ( Figure 3A) . Several of these proteins, particularly those from S 3 and S 2 , have been characterized previously (Tantikanjana et al., 1993; Giranton et al., 1995) . The 59.4-and 69.8-kD proteins detected in the stigma extract from the S 3 line are glycoforms of a soluble, truncated form of SRK 3 (eSRK 3 ) that have a polypeptide backbone of 46.8 kD (Giranton et al., 1995;  Figure 3B ). SLG 3 is not detected by MAb 157-35-50. On the other hand, the 55-to 68-kD proteins detected in the S 2 line previously have been shown to include both the soluble SLG 2 protein and a membrane-anchored form of SLG 2 called mSLG 2 (Tantikanjana et al., 1993) . This is consistent with the fact that proteins of 52 and 48 kD were detected in deglycosylated S 2 stigma extracts, presumably corresponding to the polypeptide backbones of mSLG 2 and SLG 2 , respectively.
The pattern of bands detected by MAb 157-35-50 in stigma extracts of the S 15 line was more similar to that observed with the S 2 line than with the S 3 line. The mobilities of the proteins of between 54 and 65 kD were altered after de- 58.0 a The region compared is actually slightly shorter than the S domain because the sequence of the N-terminal end of SLG 5 was not available. The region compared runs from the 21st residue of the mature S domain (for SLGB 15 ) to the end of the S domain. The results of the comparisons are expressed as percentage similarity, which is calculated as follows: 100 times the number of matched amino acids divided by the sum of the length in amino acids of the aligned region, plus the number of gaps introduced to optimize alignment. b SLGA 15 was previously SLG Sc (Pastuglia et al., 1997b) , SLG 2 is from Chen and Nasrallah (1990) , SLGB 15 corresponds to the cDNA CG15 (Gaude et al., 1993) , SLG 5 is from Scutt and Croy (1992) , SRK 15 is from this study and has EMBL accession number Y18260, SRK 2 is from Stein et al. (1991) , SRK 5 is from this study and has EMBL accession number Y18259, SLR2 is from Boyes et al. (1991) , SLG 3 and SRK 3 are from Delorme et al. (1995b) , and SFR2 is from Pastuglia et al. (1997a) .
glycosylation to give two proteins of 48 and 52 kD ( Figure  3B ). By analogy to the data from the S 2 line, we suggest that these correspond to soluble and membrane-anchored forms of SLG, respectively. Interestingly, after deglycosylation of stigma proteins from the S 5 homozygous line, a single major protein of 48 kD was detected with MAb 157-35-50 (the size predicted for soluble SLG protein), suggesting that stigmas of this line do not contain significant levels of mSLG ( Figure 3B ). This interpretation of the results presented in Figures 3A and 3B predicts that the 105-kD protein corresponds to SRK and is anchored in the membrane, whereas the smaller 54-to 65-kD proteins include both soluble and membraneanchored proteins. To investigate further the subcellular location of the S locus-encoded proteins of the S 15 homozygous line, we separated stigma extracts into soluble and membrane fractions and then further fractionated the membrane preparation by aqueous two-phase partitioning to enrich for plasma membrane. An antibody raised against the plasma membrane-localized ATPase was used to verify that the fractions had been enriched in plasma membrane (Figure 3D , bottom gel). MAb 157-35-50 then was used to detect S locus-encoded proteins in the different fractions. Figure 3D shows that the 105-kD protein was most abundant in the fraction enriched in plasma membrane. The group of proteins of between 54 and 65 kD could be separated into, on the one hand, a number of proteins of between 54 and 65 kD, which partitioned into the soluble fraction and, on the other hand, a major protein of 65 kD, which was associated with the plasma membrane ( Figure  3D ). These results are consistent with the 105-kD protein corresponding to a plasma membrane-anchored SRK, with the 65-kD protein corresponding to plasma membraneanchored mSLG and the 54-to 65-kD proteins being different soluble glycoforms of SLG.
Analysis of the DNA sequences of SRK 15 , SLGA 15 , and SLGB 15 indicated that the soluble glycoproteins detected by MAb 157-35-50 in stigma extracts of the S 15 homozygous line could have been encoded by any of the three genes. (A) SLGA 15 , SLGB 15 , and SRK 15 are genetically linked to the S locus. DNA was extracted from two parental plants, P57Sc (S 15 ) and a plant homozygous for the S 3a haplotype (S 3a ), and from F 2 progeny (F 2 ) descended from the two parental plants. PCR amplification was conducted using oligonucleotides SG66 and SK34 for the top gel and SG63 and SG2 for the bottom gel (see Methods), and the PCR products were separated on an agarose gel and stained with ethidium bromide. A water control (H 2 O) and three plasmid controls corresponding to SRK 15 (pSRK 15 ), SLGA 15 (pCG514), and SLGB 15 (pCG15) also were included to verify that the amplification was gene specific. The numbers at right indicate the length of the PCR products in base pairs (bp). The allele corresponding to each band is shown at left. Segregation of the two S haplotypes in the F 2 population was followed by immunoblot analysis of stigmatic SLG proteins separated by isoelectric focusing (Delorme et al., 1995a) , and the S haplotypes carried by the different progeny are indicated below the lanes. (B) RNase protection analysis of SLGA 15 and SLGB 15 transcripts in a range of organs. Each lane represents 2 g of total RNA assayed. Autoradiographs were exposed for 7 days (for SLGA 15 ) or 16 hr (for SLGB 15 ). The numbers at right indicate the lengths of the probes and the major protected fragments in nucleotides (nt). P, probe; t, tRNA control; U, B, and T, anthers at the unicellular, bicellular, or tricellular stage of microspore development, respectively; S, stigma; R, root; L, leaf. These soluble glycoproteins can be resolved by isoelectric focusing gel electrophoresis into four major glycoproteins, which have been designated ␣, ␤, ␤Ј, and ␤Љ (Gaude et al., 1993) . Figure 4 shows that these glycoproteins vary in pI from 6.1 to 7.3 and in relative abundance from 16.5 to 41.5%. To characterize them further, we purified each by selective, two-dimensional gel electrophoresis (Gaude et al., 1991 ). The purified proteins were then digested with either endoproteinase lysine C (LysC) or endoproteinase glucose C (GlucC), and HPLC-purified peptides were sequenced by Edman degradation. The protein sequence data indicated that ␣ and ␤ are encoded by SLGB 15 (Figure 4) . No peptide sequence data were obtained for ␤Љ, and the sequence obtained for ␤Ј was conserved in SLGA 15 and SLGB 15 . To confirm these results and to assign a gene to the ␤Ј and ␤Љ proteins, we performed "in-gel" digestion of the isoelectric focusing-resolved ␣, ␤, ␤Ј, and ␤Љ proteins with trypsin, and the tryptic peptides were analyzed by matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization time-of-flight mass spectroscopy (MALDI-TOF-MS). This analysis demonstrated that ␣, ␤, and ␤Ј are encoded by SLGB 15 and that ␤Љ is encoded by SLGA 15 (Table 2) . None of the four proteins is encoded by SRK 15 .
SLGB 15 encodes 79.5% of the SLG protein in the stigma, only 20.5% being encoded by SLGA 15 (Figure 4 ). This is consistent with the fact that SLGB 15 transcripts are approximately fourfold more abundant than those of SLGA 15 ( Figure  2 ), bearing in mind that a proportion of the SLGA 15 transcripts presumably encode an mSLG protein. Expression of these two genes therefore appears to be regulated principally at the mRNA level. (C) The 105-kD SRK 15 protein is encoded by a gene linked to the S locus. Stigma proteins from two parental plants, P57Sc (S 15 ) and a plant homozygous for the S 3a haplotype (S 3a ), and from 24 F 2 progeny (F 2 ; 11 representative progeny are shown) descended from the two parental plants were separated by SDS-PAGE, and SRK 15 was detected using MAb 157-35-50 as the primary antibody. The positions of molecular mass markers and SRK 15 (105 kD) are shown at left and right, respectivesly. Segregation of the two S haplotypes in the F 2 population was followed by immunoblot analysis of stigmatic SLG proteins separated by isoelectric focusing (Delorme et al., 1995a) , and the S haplotypes carried by the different F 2 progeny are indicated below the gel. (D) SRK 15 is located in the plasma membrane of stigma cells. Total stigma proteins (T) from an S 15 homozygous plant were fractionated into soluble (S) and microsomal membrane fractions. The microsomal membranes were then further fractionated by aqueous two-phase partitioning to give fractions enriched in intracellular membranes (IM) and plasma membranes (PM). Samples from the different fractions were separated by SDS-PAGE and immunoblotted. S locus-encoded proteins and the plasma membrane proton ATPase were detected with MAb 157-35-50 (top gel) or with an anti-ATPase antibody (bottom gel), respectively. The positions of molecular mass markers are shown at left in kilodaltons.
Transcripts of the S Locus Genes of the S 15 Haplotype
Based on this analysis of proteins detected in stigma extracts from the S 15 homozygous line, SRK 15 is predicted to encode a membrane-anchored 105-kD protein (SRK), SLGA 15 is predicted to encode both a soluble protein (SLG ␤Љ) and a membrane-anchored protein of 65 kD (mSLG), and SLGB 15 has been shown to encode several soluble proteins (SLGs ␣, ␤, and ␤Ј). If this is the case, then each gene would be expected to produce transcripts capable of encoding the corresponding protein products. This has been demonstrated for SRK 15 and SLGB 15 , which were both identified initially as cDNA clones that encode SRK and SLG proteins, respectively ( Figure 5 ). However, SLGA 15 was identified as a genomic clone, and SLGA 15 transcription had not been analyzed. Therefore, we used RACE-PCR to characterize transcripts of this gene. Figure 5 shows that two different transcripts were identified-one that terminates within the single intron and therefore is predicted to encode a secreted SLG protein, and a second that includes both exon 1 and exon 2 and hence is predicted to encode a membraneanchored mSLG protein. Therefore, analysis of RNA transcripts of SRK 15 , SLGA 15 , and SLGB 15 indicates that these three genes potentially encode all the proteins detected in stigma extracts with the MAb 157-35-50 antibody.
Interestingly, none of the soluble, S locus-encoded proteins present in S 15 stigma extracts corresponded to a truncated form of the SRK protein (Figure 4 ). This is in contrast with the situation in the S 3 haplotype in which significant levels of such a protein, eSRK, have been detected (Giranton et al., 1995) . eSRK is encoded by transcripts that retain sequences corresponding to the first intron of the SRK gene, Soluble stigma proteins were separated by isoelectric focusing gel electrophoresis and immunoblotted with MAb 157-35-50. Data to the right show the pIs and relative abundances of the four proteins, ␣, ␤, ␤Ј, and ␤Љ, detected by MAb 157-35-50. The four proteins were purified by selective two-dimensional gel electrophoresis (Gaude et al., 1991) and analyzed by Edman degradation. Based on peptide sequence data, ␣ and ␤ were assigned to SLGB (at right). Question marks indicate that the peptide sequence data did not permit the unequivocal assignment of a protein to a particular S locus gene. with the result that a stop codon occurs at the end of the reading frame encoding the S domain (Giranton et al., 1995) . This stop codon is found in a conserved position just downstream of the 5Ј splice site of intron 1 in all the SRK alleles that have been analyzed to date. We isolated the first intron of SRK 15 by PCR amplification from genomic DNA, and sequence analysis showed that the stop codon is also present in SRK 15 (data not shown). Furthermore, RACE-PCR analysis identified short SRK 15 transcripts that possess sequences corresponding to the 5Ј end of intron 1 and that are therefore predicted to encode an eSRK protein ( Figure 5 ).
The absence of an eSRK protein among the soluble S 15 stigma proteins suggests, however, that these transcripts are not translated or that they are present only in very low abundance.
Comparison of the Sequences of the S 15 Alleles of SLGA, SLGB, and SRK with Those of Other Haplotypes
The deduced amino acid sequences of the S domains of SRK 15 , SLGA 15 , and SLGB 15 were compared with SRK and SLG proteins encoded by other class I and class II S haplotypes and with two proteins, SLR2 and SFR2, that are encoded by members of the S gene family in Brassica but whose genes are not linked to the S locus. Table 1 shows that SLGA 15 is most similar to SLG 2 , whereas SLGB 15 is most similar to SLG 5 . This confirms a previous observation that whereas there is evidence for convergent evolution of SLG and SRK alleles within a particular S haplotype (Stein et al., 1991) , alleles within a haplotype are not necessarily more similar to each other than they are to alleles from other haplotypes (Kusaba et al., 1997) .
The similarities between SLGA 15 and SLG 2 and between SLGB 15 and SLG 5 are interesting because these two pairs of genes share similar structures. Both SLGA 15 and SLG 2 possess a single intron and are capable of encoding both soluble and membrane-anchored forms of SLG ( Figure 5 ; Tantikanjana et al., 1993) . Comparison of the sequences of the introns of these two alleles (Tantikanjana et al., 1993; Pastuglia et al., 1997b ) revealed that they were 95.9% similar (data not shown). As for SLGB 15 , it also possesses an intron but does not encode a membrane-anchored form of SLG (Figure 1) . The predicted C terminus of SLG 5 (threonine-cysteine-threonine-glycine-COOH) is identical to the C terminus of SLGB 15 , which is encoded by the second exon. We showed, by PCR amplification from genomic DNA, that the last four residues of SLG 5 are also encoded by a second exon. Comparison of the nucleotide sequence of the intron of SLG 5 (EMBL accession number Y18256) showed that it was 97.7% similar to that of SLGB 15 (data not shown). Hatakeyama et al. (1998) have recently described an SLG allele with a similar structure to SLGB 15 and SLG 5 in the class II S 29 haplotype of B. rapa. Although there are significant differences between the introns of SLGB 15 and B. rapa SLG 29 (for instance, the intron of B. rapa SLG 29 lacks a direct repeat found in the SLGB 15 intron), they share extensive regions of sequence similarity, indicating that they are diverged alleles of the same genes. Taken together, these observations indicate that SLG 2 is an allele of the SLGA gene, whereas SLG 5 and B. rapa SLG 29 are alleles of SLGB. Thus, alleles of SLGA and SLGB are present in other class II S haplotypes.
The deduced amino acid sequences of different alleles of SLG and SRK exhibit a high level of polymorphism, but polymorphic residues are not distributed evenly along the gene sequence. In particular, two hypervariable regions have been identified (residues 217 to 224 and 273 to 292 in SLGA 15 ), and it has been suggested that these hypervariable regions may be involved in determining the identity of each allele (Nasrallah et al., 1987) . In a survey of class I SLG alleles from B. oleracea and B. campestris, Kusaba et al. (1997) identified two pairs of alleles that share identical hypervariable regions. One pair included an allele from each species and may represent alleles with the same SI specificity in the two species, but the second pair were both from B. oleracea and were derived from two genetically distinct S haplotypes, S 8 and S 46 . Comparison of SLGA 15 with SLG 2 showed that these two alleles are even more similar than the SLG 8 /SLG 46 pair, with only five amino acid differences between the mature proteins (compared with nine for SLG 8 /SLG 46 ), none of which are located in the hypervariable regions ( Figure 6 ). Moreover, none of the polymorphisms in the SLGA 15 /SLG 2 pair is predicted to alter sites of N-linked glycosylation. These observations suggest that if SLG plays a role in the recognition step of the SI response, then the hypervariable domains are not always involved in determining allele specificity.
Intron Structure and Evolution of S Locus Genes in the S 15 Haplotype
To better understand the evolutionary relationship between the three S locus genes, we compared the DNA sequences of the first intron of SRK 15 and the introns of SLGA 15 and SLGB 15 . Figure 7A shows that the intron of each allele contained regions that were highly similar to sequences in introns of each of the two other alleles. However, none of the three introns contained sequences that were significantly similar to both of the other introns. Figure 7B shows two possible models for the evolution of these intron sequences based on these similarities. In the first model, three copies of an ancestral gene would have been generated by triplication, and each of the three copies would then have undergone a specific deletion of intron sequences to generate the intron sequences of SRK 15 , SLGA 15 , and SLGB 15 . In the second model, multiple copies of an ancestral gene generated by gene duplication would have undergone a series of recombination events involving intron sequences to generate the patchwork of sequences shared between the three genes. In both cases, only major steps in the evolution of the sequences are shown; additional mutations would have led to the divergence of the sequences from one another.
The high level of sequence similarity between the introns of SLGA 15 and SLG 2 and between the those of SLGB 15 and SLG 5 suggests that the major structural rearrangements of the introns indicated in Figure 7B would have occurred before the divergence of these class II S alleles. This suggests a relatively ancient origin for the intron sequences, and we were interested in determining whether the introns of SRK 15 , SLGA 15 , and SLGB 15 resembled those of other members of the S gene family in Brassica. The S domain of SFR2 shares 55.5% similarity with that of SLGB 15 at the amino acid level (Table 1) . We isolated the first intron from SFR2 (EMBL accession number Y18257) and compared its sequence with those of SRK 15 , SLGA 15 , and SLGB 15 . No significant similarity was detected (data not shown). The S domain of SLR2 shares greater similarity with those of the S locus genes and is most similar to SLGB (85.6% amino acid similarity; Table 1 ). SLR2 is also similar to SLGB at the structural level; both genes contain an intron, and the C-terminal end of SLR2 (glycinethreonine-glycine-COOH) is encoded by a second exon (Tantikanjana et al., 1996) . These similarities suggest that SLR2 may have diverged from SLGB after the divergence of the three S locus genes, and it will be interesting to compare the introns of these two genes to test this hypothesis.
Do Other S Haplotypes Contain Three S Gene Family Members?
The above data indicated that the S 15 haplotype includes three members of the S gene family. We were interested in determining whether this was also the case for other S haplotypes. A pair of oligonucleotides corresponding to conserved Dashes indicate identity with the SRK 15 sequence. Gaps have been introduced into the SLG 2 and SLGA 15 sequences to optimize the alignment. The sequence of SLG 5 is incomplete; therefore, the N-terminal end of this protein is represented by a dotted line. The five amino acid differences between SLG 2 and SLGA 15 are marked by dots. The two hypervariable domains are underlined.
sequences within the S domains of the three S 15 alleles were therefore used to amplify sequences from cDNA and genomic DNA of B. oleracea lines homozygous for two other class II S haplotypes, S 5 and S 2 . No novel SLG sequences were detected by using this approach (data not shown). To investigate this question further, we used fragments from the introns of SLGA 15 and SLGB 15 as gene-specific probes to detect alleles of these two genes in blots of genomic DNA. Figure 8 shows that a probe from intron 1 of SLGA 15 hybridized with a single fragment in BamHI and EarI restriction-digested DNA from S 15 and S 2 homozygous lines. A similar result was obtained with a number of different restriction enzymes, and the fragments were identical in size in each case, confirming the observation (see above) that SLGB 15 and SLG 2 share a high degree of similarity of both exon and intron sequences. No corresponding fragment was detected in digests of S 5 DNA, despite the fact that the S 5 alleles of the two other S locus genes SLGA (i.e., SLG 5 ) and SRK are also highly similar to those of the S 15 haplotype. This result suggests that the SLGA gene has been lost from the S 5 haplotype. When stigma proteins from the S 5 homozygous line were deglycosylated and S locus proteins identified with MAb 157-35-50, a single major band of 48 kD, the size expected for soluble SLG, was detected ( Figure  3B ). By contrast, two major proteins of 48 and 52 kD, which probably correspond to SLG and mSLG, respectively, were detected in extracts from the S 2 and S 15 homozygous lines ( Figure 3B ). Again, these results are consistent with the S 5 haplotype lacking a functional SLGA allele and therefore being unable to encode mSLG.
A similar experiment was performed with a probe from the SLGB 15 intron. In this case, a single conserved fragment hybridized with the probe in DNA from S 15 and S 5 , but no corresponding fragment was detected in S 2 DNA (Figure 8) . The probe did, however, hybridize weakly with a fragment of 2.9 kb in a BamHI digest of S 5 DNA, and it was not clear whether this represented hybridization to SLGB or to another member of the S gene family. We favor the latter interpretation because a weakly hybridizing fragment was also detected in DNA of plants carrying the class I S 3 haplotype. The SLGB gene therefore is probably absent from (or haplotype. Gene duplication events are not shown for the sake of clarity. In the deletion model, the ancestor of each S locus gene would have lost a different region of the precursor intron (indicated by the bracketed bars) by deletion. The deletion in the SLGB lineage would have also removed downstream sequences encoding the membrane-spanning region and hence created a new 3Ј splice site. In the recombination model, it is hypothesized that recombination would have allowed the membrane-spanning and kinase domains of a receptor-like kinase gene (RLK) to be positioned downstream of an S domain. See text for details. DELET., deletion of intron sequences; DUPLICATION, duplication of intron sequences; RECOMB., recombination between intron sequences. present but significantly rearranged in) the S 2 haplotype. Gaude et al. (1995) have shown that the S 2 homozygous line expresses a very low level of SLG, whereas SLG levels are significantly higher and comparable with those of S 15 in the S 5 homozygous line. Figure 4 shows that in the S 15 haplotype, SLGA is strongly expressed and accounts for 79.5% of stigma SLG, whereas SLGB only encodes 20.5%. The hypothesis that the S 5 and S 2 haplotypes have lost SLGA and SLGB, respectively, is therefore attractive because it may explain the significant difference in levels of SLG in stigmas of the two haplotypes.
DISCUSSION
Three Members of the S Gene Family Are Linked to the S Locus in the S 15 Haplotype
The results presented here demonstrate that three closely related members of the S gene family, SRK 15 , SLGA 15 , and SLGB 15 , are linked to the S locus in the S 15 haplotype. In a similar study, Suzuki et al. (1997b) showed that three members of the S gene family are closely linked to the S locus in the B. campestris S 9 haplotype. However, the genes identified in the S 9 haplotype share Ͻ70% similarity with SLG 9 and SRK 9 at the nucleotide level and are expressed in both vegetative and floral tissues, suggesting that they form a phylogenetic group distinct from SLG/SRK and that they have a different functional role(s). Furthermore, two of the genes identified by Suzuki et al. (1997b) probably encode nonfunctional proteins. In contrast, the three genes identified in the B. oleracea S 15 haplotype share several characteristics that have been associated with a function in SI.
SRK 15 , SLGA 15 , and SLGB 15 encode four soluble glycoproteins (glycoforms of SLG) and two membrane-anchored glycoproteins (SRK and mSLG). These proteins accumulate specifically in stigmas. Both SRK and mSLG were shown to be localized to the plasma membrane fraction in Brassica stigmas. These data are consistent with the observation that SRK is targeted to the plasma membrane when expressed ectopically in transgenic tobacco (Stein et al., 1996) . Peptide sequence and MALDI-TOF-MS analysis was used to assign each of the four soluble glycoproteins to an S locus gene. MALDI-TOF-MS was particularly useful for discriminating between the different products of the three genes, and this technique is likely to have wide applications in distinguishing between gene products of other gene families and, coupled with genome information in model species, in correlating genes and gene products in general.
Functional Roles of SLG, mSLG, and eSRK
Considerable heterogeneity was observed when the S locus-encoded proteins present in stigmas of plants homozygous for the S 15 haplotype were compared with those of other class II haplotypes. The abundance of soluble SLG proteins varied between haplotypes, and whereas putative mSLG proteins were detected in both S 15 and S 2 homozygous plants, mSLG was not detected in an S 5 homozygous plant. We present evidence that these differences reflect differences in the number of S gene family members at the S locus. DNA blot analysis indicated that the S 2 haplotype contains SRK and SLGA but not SLGB, whereas the S 5 haplotype contains SRK and SLGB but not SLGA. If these two lines each lack one of the two SLG genes, then it follows either that neither gene is required for the SI response or that the two genes are functionally redundant with respect to the SI response. Moreover, SLGA 15 and SLGB 15 are more similar to proteins encoded by closely related S haplotypes (for example, there are only five amino acid differences between SLG 2 and SLGA 15 ) than they are to each other (45 amino acid differences; Figure 6 ). This argues against functional redundance of SLGA and SLGB and therefore suggests that SLG is unlikely to be required for the recognition step of the SI response.
The absence of an SLGA gene in the S 5 haplotype also raises questions about the functional role of mSLG. Tantikanjana et al. (1993) showed that mSLG was present in stigmas of the class II S 2 haplotype but absent from stigmas of the class I S 6 haplotype. They suggested that mSLG may interfere with SRK function and that this may account for the recessive nature of the S 2 haplotype in heterozygotes. The absence of mSLG from stigmas of the S 5 line, which is also a recessive class II haplotype, suggests either that mSLG is not responsible for this phenotype or that other factors can also have an influence. Comparative analysis of S 5 and S 2 homozygous lines may help to elucidate the role of the mSLG protein.
The four soluble glycoproteins recognized by MAb 157-35-50 in extracts of stigmas of the S 15 line were all attributed to one or another of the SLG genes. Therefore, unlike S 3 (Giranton et al., 1995) , this haplotype does not express a detectable level of eSRK. This suggests either that eSRK is not required for the SI response or that it is able to function at very low abundance (below the detection level of this antibody). It is interesting that eSRK was detected in plants carrying the class I S 3 haplotype but not in plants with the class II S 15 haplotype, despite the fact that both SRK alleles possess a stop codon at the 5Ј end of the intron 1. One possibility, which merits further investigation, is that the phenotypic differences between class I and class II haplotypes may be due to the presence or absence of eSRK.
Another important observation is that SLGA 15 and SLG 2 differ at only five amino acid positions, none of which is in the hypervariable domains that have been implicated in allele specificity. Hence, if SLG does play a role in recognition of self-pollen, then the hypervariable domains do not determine allele specificity in these haplotypes. As pointed out by Nasrallah (1997) , the high level of polymorphism of the hypervariable domains may indicate a role in recognition or may be due merely to these being regions of minor functional importance that are freer to vary than are other parts of the gene.
Recombination and Gene Conversion between S Locus Alleles
Despite the large physical size of the S locus in Brassica spp, no recombination event between the different genes at the S locus has been reported. Recombination is thought to be suppressed at the S locus because of extensive sequence rearrangements and divergence that have resulted in structural heteromorphisms between S haplotypes (Boyes et al., 1997) . However, there is accumulating evidence that different sequences within the S locus have evolved independently, at least to some extent, which suggests that recombination or gene conversion events have occurred between haplotypes during evolution (Kusaba et al., 1997; Charlesworth and Awadalla, 1998) . The fact that the similarity between SLG and SRK alleles within a haplotype is often greater than between many alleles of each of these two genes (Stein et al., 1991; Goring et al., 1993; Delorme et al., 1995b; Kusaba et al., 1997) indicates that sequence information may also have been exchanged between genes within the same S haplotype. This hypothesis is supported by two features that were identified when S locus genes of the S 15 haplotype were compared.
First, comparison of intron sequences of SRK 15 , SLGA 15 , and SLGB 15 showed that they include a patchwork of conserved sequence motifs, each of which was found in the introns of only two of the three genes. The structure of the introns suggests that the three genes have evolved by a series of gene duplications followed by either deletion or recombination events (Figure 7) . The hypothesis that recombination may have occurred between intron sequences of S locus genes is interesting in light of data presented here that indicate that the number of S gene family members at the S locus may vary between haplotypes. Recombination events, occurring, for example, as a result of unequal sister chromatid exchange or intrachromasomal recombination, could lead to the loss or gain of alleles. In addition, recombination within intron sequences would provide a mechanism for the acquisition or loss of exons encoding transmembrane and kinase domains by or from genes resembling SLG and SRK, respectively (Tantikanjana et al., 1993) . Moreover, when kinase domains of SRKs from different haplotypes are compared, they exhibit fewer nonsynonymous differences, fewer nonconservative amino acid differences, and a generally lower level of variability than do SRK S domains (Charlesworth and Awadalla, 1998) . This suggests that some recombination has occurred between the S and kinase domains of SRK genes from different haplotypes. Hence, sequence information may have been exchanged by recombination both between alleles of different haplotypes and between genes of the same haplotype at the S locus. The second sequence of interest is a 502-nucleotide region of 100% sequence identity that is shared by SRK 15 and SLGA 15 (Figure 1 ). The presence of this shared sequence indicates that the two genes have been involved in a gene conversion event. Similar regions of 100% nucleotide sequence identity are also shared by the SLG and SRK alleles of both the B. napus S A10 and the B. rapa S 9 haplotypes (Goring et al., 1993; Suzuki et al., 1997a) . The positions of the identical regions are different in each SLG/SRK pair, indicating that the events occurred independently after divergence of the S alleles. Hence, there is evidence that gene conversion has occurred in three of the 11 SLG/SRK haplotype pairs for which sequence data are currently available. Similar regions of sequence identity are significantly less common between SLG alleles (J.M. Cock, unpublished results), suggesting that gene conversion events between genes of the same haplotype have occurred more frequently than between alleles of the same S locus gene. In humans, homogenization of tandemly repeated genes occurs primarily by intrachromosomal events, and exchanges of sequences between chromosomes are less frequent (Liao et al., 1997) . Moreover, in yeast, intrachromasomal homogenization of tandem repeats occurs primarily as a result of gene conversion (Gangloff et al., 1996) . Evolution of tandemly repeated disease resistance genes at the Cf-4/9 locus in tomato is thought to have occurred by a similar mechanism involving shuffling of sequences between genes within the locus (Parniske et al., 1997) . The above evidence that there has been a higher frequency of sequence exchange be-tween alleles of genes within the same haplotype than between haplotypes suggests that more dispersed gene clusters, such as the S gene family members at the Brassica S locus, may evolve in a similar manner.
The concerted evolution of SLG and SRK alleles within a particular haplotype has been put forward as evidence of a shared function for these two genes (Stein et al., 1991) . Although this may be the case, it is also possible that their similarity may be merely the result of general homogenization mechanisms operating on linked genes with sequence homology. Indeed, theoretical considerations indicate that, under certain conditions, it may be difficult for duplicated genes to avoid the homogenizing effects of gene conversion (Walsh, 1987) .
METHODS
Plant Material, Genetic Crosses, and Determination of Incompatibility Phenotype
The Brassica oleracea var acephala line P57Sc was shown to be selfcompatible by Gaude et al. (1993) , and the S haplotype carried by this line was therefore arbitrarily designated S Sc . Genetic crosses with closely related B. oleracea var botrytis lines have indicated that the self-compatible phenotype of P57Sc is due to a defect in the pollen (Pastuglia et al., 1997b) . We were therefore able to identify the S haplotype carried by P57Sc by measuring seed set after application of pollen from tester lines from the collection at Horticulture Research International (Wellesbourne, UK). Pollen from an S 15 homozygous line was incompatible on P57Sc stigmas, indicating that P57Sc carries the S 15 haplotype (data not shown). This was subsequently confirmed by comparing the sequences of P57Sc S locus genes with partial sequences of the corresponding genes from the S 15 tester line (see results). The S 3 homozygous line has been described (Delorme et al., 1995b) ; the S 2 and S 5 homozygous lines were a gift from D.J. Ockendon (Horticulture Research International). An F 2 population obtained by self-fertilization of an S 3a /S 15 F 1 hybrid (the parental lines are described by Delorme et al. [1995a] and Gaude et al. [1993] , respectively, where they are referred to as S 3a and S Sc ) was used to demonstrate linkage of SRK 15 , SLGA 15 , and SLGB 15 to the S locus. The incompatibility phenotypes of the F 2 progeny were determined by self-pollination and by crosses to tester plants, using previously described procedures (Delorme et al., 1995b) , and aniline blue staining of pollinated pistils was carried out as previously described (Ruffio-Châble et al., 1997) .
Cloning of S Locus Gene Sequences and DNA Sequence Analysis
The isolation of a genomic clone corresponding to SLGA 15 (previously called SLG Sc ; Pastuglia et al., 1997b ) and a cDNA corresponding to SLGB 15 (CG15; Gaude et al., 1993) has been described previously. A fragment of genomic DNA carrying the SLGB 15 gene was isolated from a genomic library (Pastuglia et al., 1997b) constructed with DNA of the P57Sc line. Restriction endonuclease-digested fragments of isolated clones were subcloned into pBluescript II SKϩ (Stratagene, La Jolla, CA) for sequence analysis.
An SRK 5 cDNA was reconstructed by reverse transcription-polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) amplification of overlapping fragments from cDNA prepared from stigmas of a plant homozygous for the S 5 haplotype. Oligonucleotide pairs used were 5Ј-GCTATTGCG-GATGTTCG-3Ј (SG57) and a degenerate oligonucleotide 5Ј-AAIATI-CKIGCCATICCRAARTC-3Ј (RK2), 5Ј-AATCTCTGGCAACAATC-3Ј (SG46) and 5Ј-AGCTTTGCAATTAGCCTGACTTCGT-3Ј (SK26), and PS3 (Nishio et al., 1996) and 5Ј-CTCCTCACTGTTCTCCG-3Ј (SG48). The 3Ј end of the SRK 5 cDNA was isolated by rapid amplification of cDNA ends (RACE)-PCR (Frohman et al., 1988 ) using 5Ј-AATCTC-TGGCAACAATC-3Ј (SK27) followed by 5Ј-AGCTTTGCAATTAGCCTG-ACTTCGT-3Ј (SK29) in a nested PCR with the adapter oligonucleotide 5Ј-GACTCGAGTCGACATCG-3Ј (RA2).
An SRK 15 cDNA was reconstructed in a similar manner from PCR products amplified with the following oligonucleotide pairs: PS3 and 5Ј-TTCTCGCCCTCATAAACACAACAG-3Ј (SK30), 5Ј-ATTAAGCAT-TACTACTCGAGTCGCAGAAGC-3Ј (SK31) and 5Ј-ATGCAACAC-CTATTGTGGGAAATCAAGTTC-3Ј (SK32), and a nested RACE-PCR using SK27 and SK29 in combination with RA2. The 3Ј ends of transcripts that terminate within the first intron of SRK 15 were amplified by a nested RACE-PCR using oligonucleotides SG46 and 5Ј-AAC-AGGTTCCTTACATCATGGAGATCCTAT-3Ј (SG62) with RA2. Similarly, RACE-PCR and oligonucleotides SG46 and 5 Ј-GGATTGCCA-GAGTTTATTCTTAATCAAGGAC-3Ј (SG64) with RA2 were used to amplify the 3Ј ends of SLGA 15 transcripts. The first intron of SRK 15 was amplified from genomic DNA of the P57Sc line by PCR using oligonucleotides SG62 and 5 Ј-CTCCTCCAAAAGCAGAACACG-ATAACACTC-3Ј (SG66). The first intron of SFR2 was amplified from the cloned SFR2 gene (Pastuglia et al., 1997a) by the PCR using oligonucleotides 5Ј-AATGTGAAGAGAAGTGC-3Ј (fK4) and 5Ј-CATCAG-TCCCTTGTACG-3Ј (fK28). Part of the S domains of each of the three S genes (1020 bp from SLGA, 1019 bp from SLGB, and 997 bp from SRK) was amplified from the S 15 homozygous tester line by using two oligonucleotides, 5Ј-TGGAACCCTCAAAATCT-3Ј (SG22) and 5Ј-GGC-CTGCAGCAGCATTCAATCTGAC-3Ј (SG2), which correspond to sequences conserved in the three genes.
The method used for extraction of genomic DNA has been described previously (Pastuglia et al., 1997b) . For RT-and RACE-PCR, first-strand cDNA was prepared from 1 g of total stigma RNA by using the Superscript Kit (Gibco BRL) and oligonucleotide RA1 (Frohman et al., 1988) . PCR conditions were 2 min at 94ЊC followed by 35 cycles of 30 sec at 94ЊC, 30 sec at 55ЊC, and 2 min at 72Њ, with a final extension for 10 min at 72ЊC. The same conditions were used for nested PCR except that 25 cycles were used for each reaction. RT-PCR and RACE-PCR products were cloned into pGEM-T Easy (Promega). DNA sequencing was performed using the dideoxynucleotide chain termination method either on an automatic sequencer (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA) or by using a T7 DNA polymerase sequencing kit (Pharmacia Biotechnology, Uppsala, Sweden). Sequence data were analyzed using Lasergene sequence analysis software (DNASTAR, London, UK).
Genetic Mapping of S Locus Genes
Segregation of SLGB 15 in an F 2 population was followed by PCR amplification of a 510-kb sequence from genomic DNA with oligonucleotides 5Ј-CTACTCCAGATTGACAATCAGTGAGTTG-3Ј (SG63) and SG2. Segregation of both SRK 15 and SLGA 15 was followed using oligonucleotides SG66 and 5Ј-TTCTGTTGGAACAACTAAATAAAAT-3Ј (SK34), which give two different products of 424 and 526 bp, respectively, for the two genes.
Ribonuclease Protection and RT-PCR Analysis of Gene Transcription
Ribonuclease protection analysis of mRNA abundance was conducted as described previously (Cock et al., 1997) . Radiolabeled probes were hybridized to 2 g of total RNA. An SLGA 15 -specific probe was synthesized by subcloning a 419-bp EcoRI-XhoI fragment into pBluescript II SKϩ, linearizing with SalI, and transcribing with T3 RNA polymerase. This probe included bases 553 to 360 of SLGA 15 (relative to the first base of the ATG initiation codon). For SLGB 15 , the 3Ј end of the cDNA was subcloned as a BamHI fragment into pBluescript II SKϩ, linearized with BglII, and transcribed with T3 RNA polymerase. This probe included bases 1287 to 860 of SLGB 15 (relative to the first base of the ATG initiation codon). RT-PCR analysis of SRK 15 expression was conducted on single-stranded cDNA, prepared as described above, by using oligonucleotides SG62 and 5Ј-CATGAA-CTCATCGGTACCTTGAGC-3Ј (SK28). The region between these two oligonucleotide sequences in the SRK 15 gene includes at least one intron. The expected size of the RT-PCR product is 1175 bp. PCR amplification conditions were as follows: 2 min at 94ЊC followed by 35 cycles of 94ЊC for 30 sec, 55ЊC for 30 sec, and 72ЊC for 1 min, with a final elongation step of 10 min at 72ЊC.
DNA Gel Blot Analysis
Total genomic DNA was extracted from either young leaves or floral buds, as described by Vallejos et al. (1992) . DNA gel blot analysis was conducted using standard procedures (Sambrook et al., 1989) . Intron probes were obtained by PCR amplification from plasmid DNA by using 5Ј-GTAATCTTCTAAAACTAAACACATCGG-3Ј (SK35) with 5Ј-TATTGTTCAATGCTAAAGTATGTGC-3Ј (SK36) to amplify a 474-bp fragment of the SLGB 15 intron and SK35 with 5Ј-ATATTAGCC-GACCCGTTTCA-3Ј (SK33) to amplify a 415-bp fragment of the SLGA 15 intron.
Protein Extraction, Deglycosylation, Fractionation of Membrane Proteins, Electrophoretic Analysis, and Immunodetection of Proteins
Protein extraction, separation of proteins by isoelectric focusing or SDS-PAGE, electrotransfer onto nitrocellulose membranes, and detection of antigen with antibodies were performed as described previously (Gaude et al., 1991 (Gaude et al., , 1993 . Deglycosylation of proteins was conducted as described previously (Delorme et al., 1995b) . Stigma plasma membranes were prepared as described by Larsson et al. (1987) . Enrichment for plasma membranes was followed using an antibody specific for the plasma membrane proton ATPase (Morsomme et al., 1996) . Monoclonal antibody (MAb) 157-35-50, which was raised against a peptide corresponding to the N-terminal end of a soluble stigma glycoprotein from the P57Sc line, has been described previously (Giranton et al., 1995) .
Purification of Stigma Glycoproteins, Amino Acid Sequence Analysis, and MALDI-TOF-MS Analysis of Purified Proteins
Soluble stigma glycoproteins were purified by two successive electrophoresis steps, as described by Gaude et al. (1991) . Purified proteins were electroblotted onto polyvinylidene difluoride membranes (Immobilon P; Millipore, Bedford, MA) and digested with endoproteinase lysine C (LysC) or endoproteinase glucose C (GlucC; Promega), as described by Fernandez et al. (1992) . Peptides were purified by reverse phase HPLC, using a 400-solvent delivery system (Applied Biosystems, Roissy, France) chromatograph apparatus equipped with a C18 column (Vidac, Hesperia, CA). The gradient was from 0.095% (v/v) trifluoroacetic acid in 4% (v/v) acetonitrile to 0.01% trifluoroacetic acid/48% acetonitrile for 60 min at a flow rate of 300 L/min. Collected peptides were sequenced using the Edman degradation method on an automatic sequencer (Procise 473A protein sequencer; Applied Biosystems).
For mass spectrometry analysis, purified proteins were cut directly from the Imidazole-Zinc-stained SDS-PAGE gel (Matsui et al., 1997) . The stained protein spots were digested in gel essentially as described by Shevchenko et al. (1996) . Briefly, spots were excised from the stained gel and destained with citric acid. After washing with 50% acetonitrile, which was then removed, gel pieces were dried in a vacuum centrifuge. The dried gel fragments were reswollen in 20 L of 20 mM NH 4 HCO 3 containing 0.5 g of trypsin (sequencing grade; Promega) and incubated for 3 hr at 37ЊC. A 0.4-L volume of the digest solution was removed for mass spectrometric analysis. These samples were mixed on the sample probe with 0.4 L of a saturated solution of ␣-cyano-4-hydroxy-trans-cinnamic acid prepared in 40% (v/v) acetonitrile and 0.1% (v/v) trifluoroacetic acid. Samples were rinsed by placing a 5-L volume of 0.1% trifluoroacetic acid on the matrix surface after the analyte solution had dried completely. After 2 min, the liquid was blown off with pressurized air. MALDI mass spectra of peptide mixtures were obtained using a mass spectrometer (Bruker Biflex; Bruker-Franzen Analytik, Bremen, Germany) equipped with a SCOUT multiprobe inlet and a gridless delayed extraction ion source. The ion acceleration voltage was 19.5 kV, and the reflectron voltage was 20.0 kV. For delayed ion extraction, a 6.2-kV potential difference between the probe and the extraction lens was applied. Mass spectra were acquired as the sum of ion signals generated by irradiation of the target with 100 laser pulses. They were calibrated using ion signals from trypsin autodigestion peptides (MH ϩ of 842.50, MH ϩ of 1045.55, and MH ϩ of 2211.09, where MH ϩ is the protonated molecular mass).
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